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Abstract

A brief breathing exercise designed to induce a mindful state could benefit reading
comprehension performance, but has not been previously examined. Furthermore, the
mechanisms of how an induced mindful state benefits cognition are not well understood. The
purposes of this study are to test the effectiveness of a brief mindful breathing exercise on
reading comprehension performance and examine two potential mechanisms (mind wandering
and stress reduction). Undergraduate students (N = 104) engaged in either a mindful breathing
exercise or control sham exercise, indicated their stress levels, and completed a reading
comprehension assessment during which they self-reported their mind wandering. The mindful
breathing exercise benefited performance, but the mechanisms for this benefit were not mind
wandering or stress reduction.
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Do Mindful Breathing Exercises Benefit Reading Comprehension? A Brief Report
Mindfulness, which is characterized by full attention and openness to the experiences of
the present moment (Brown & Ryan, 2004), has been noted to benefit performance on cognitive
tasks (see Sedlmeier et al., 2012). For this reason, it is not surprising that mindfulness training
through two weeks of classes has been found to improve performance on the complex cognitive
task of reading comprehension (Mrazek et al., 2013). However, mindfulness classes often
demand more time and resources than educators or other individuals may be willing to dedicate
(Zenner, Herrnleben-Kurz, & Walach, 2014). For this reason, the benefits of quick, easilyaccessible practices that promote mindfulness, such as brief mindful breathing exercises
(meditations), are important to examine (e.g., Bonamo, Legerski, & Thomas, 2015; Cloutier,
2011; Lloyd et al., 2016; see Hafenbrack, 2017, for a review of such exercises in the workplace).
These single sessions of mindful breathing exercises are thought to induce a state that benefits
cognition although they are too brief to teach actual mindfulness skills (Hommel & Colzato,
2017). However, the mechanisms that underlie the previously-found benefits of brief mindful
breathing exercises on cognition are not well understood (Bonamo et al., 2015). Thus, the
purposes of this brief report are to (a) test the effect of a focused breathing exercise designed to
promote a mindful state (i.e., a mindful breathing exercise) on reading comprehension
performance, and (b) to examine potential mechanisms should a benefit of the exercise be found.
Reading comprehension is cognitively demanding and complex because multiple tasks
must be completed simultaneously (Cain, Oakhill, & Bryant, 2004; Kintsch, 1998). To
successfully comprehend text, a reader must understand the individual words and connect the
text to their background knowledge and other text (Graesser, Millis, & Zwaan, 1997; Ozuru,
Dempsey, & McNamara, 2009). For example, when reading a narrative, a reader must attend to
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characters, setting, goals, and actions, while incorporating relevant background knowledge that is
not explicitly stated in the text in order to create a coherent mental representation (Trabasso &
van den Broek, 1985).
Even a brief mindful breathing exercise may enhance cognition leading to better
performance on reading comprehension assessments. For instance, brief mindful breathing
exercises have been shown to benefit performance on cognitive tasks such as memory (Bonamo
et al., 2015; Lloyd et al., 2016; cf. Wilson, Mickes Stolarz-Fantino, Evrard, & Fantino, 2015, for
opposing findings) and attention (Waiter & Dubois, 2016). However, there has not been a test of
such exercises on reading comprehension, which involves the coordination of multiple cognitive
tasks.
One reason to expect a benefit of a brief mindful exercise on reading comprehension is
through a reduction in mind wandering. Mind wandering involves shifting one’s attention from
the task at hand to task-unrelated thoughts (TUTs; Randall, Oswald, & Beier, 2014). Mind
wandering has been noted to diminish performance in reading comprehension performance (e.g.,
Unsworth & McMillan, 2013) perhaps due to the interference of distractions (McVay & Kane,
2012; Smallwood, McSpadden, & Schooler, 2008). Moreover, mind wandering interferes with
reading comprehension performance likely because the coupling between the reader and the text
breaks down, leading to reduced engagement with the text (Smallwood, 2011).
Mindfulness is considered an opposing construct to mind wandering (Mrazek,
Smallwood, & Schooler, 2012). Mindfulness training in classes over weeks or months has been
shown to reduce mind wandering while reading likely because of increased focus on the task at
hand (Mrazek et al., 2013; Zanesco et al., 2016). Even brief mindful breathing exercises have
been found to reduce mind wandering (Mrazek et al., 2012; Rahl, Lindsay, Pacilio, Brown, &
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Creswell, 2017; Taraban, Heide, Woolacott, & Chan, 2017). Therefore, if a brief mindful
breathing exercise would enhance performance on a reading comprehension assessment, it is
possible that it would be due to a reduction in mind wandering.
Another reason to expect that a brief mindful breathing exercise may help with reading
comprehension performance is through reduced stress. Often, stress negatively influences an
individual’s performance on certain cognitive tasks (Shields, Sazma, & Yonelinas, 2016) that are
critical for reading comprehension (Follmer, 2018). Stress may consume cognitive resources
because of preoccupations with the sources of stress (Klein & Boals, 2001).
Mindfulness training programs, such as through an eight-week workshop, are effective in
reducing stress (Khoury et al., 2013; Khoury, Sharma, Rush, & Fournier, 2015). This is likely
because mindfulness encourages focus on the present moment and not problems from the past or
worries related to the future (Brown & Ryan, 2004). In previous work, eight weeks of mindful
movement through yoga improved performance on cognitive tasks due to its reduction of stress
(Gothe, Keswani, & McAuley, 2016). However, stress reduction has not been previously
examined as an underlying mechanism of brief mindful breathing exercises influence on
cognitive performance.
The primary purpose of this study is to test the effectiveness of a mindful breathing
exercise on reading comprehension performance. It is hypothesized that engaging in a brief
mindful breathing exercise prior to a reading comprehension assessment will benefit
performance. Should such a benefit be found, the secondary purpose of this study would be to
test two possible mechanisms, mind wandering and stress, that may underlie the effect.
To pursue these purposes, college students were the population of interest as they
frequently report issues with mind wandering while reading (Jackson & Balota, 2012). In
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addition, the college years are very stressful for many students although it is often portrayed as a
carefree time (Pierceall & Keim, 2007). College students often feel overwhelmed by life
transitions (e.g., moving away from home), the increase in school workload, and the need to
establish new relationships (Galatzer-Levy & Bonanno, 2013).
Methods
Participants (N = 104) were undergraduate students at a mid-sized public university in the
United States. The average age was 20.35 years (SD = 2.89 years); approximately 60% identified
as female and 40% identified as male. After providing informed consent, participants reported
their current stress level with three 5-point Likert-scale items in which they reported how calm
(reverse scored), worried, and stressed they felt (Cronbach’s a = .75). They were randomly
assigned to listen to one of two 15-minute recordings: a mindful breathing exercise or a sham
exercise (control condition; materials from Hafenbrack, Kinias, & Barsade, 2014, adapted from
Arch & Craske, 2006).
In the mindful breathing exercise, the directions were to focus on breathing and attend to
sensations in the present moment. Throughout the exercise, participants were reminded to attend
to the sensations of breath with instructions such as “Focus your awareness . . . on the sensations
of slight stretching . . . as the abdomen rises with each in-breath . . . . . . and of gentle deflation .
. . as it falls with each out-breath.” Participants were informed to be aware of the experiences of
the present moment with instructions such as “Now simply continue with this . . . perhaps
reminding yourself from time to time . . . that the intention . . . is simply to be aware of your experience in each moment . . . as best you can.” Following Mrazek and colleague’s (2013)
experiment, participants were asked to rate how “absorbed in the present moment” (i.e.,
absorption rating) they were on a 7-point Likert scale after the exercise as well their current
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stress level using the same items as before (Cronbach’s a = .68). Then, participants had 20
minutes to answer 38 multiple-choice questions in the Nelson-Denny Comprehension Subtest
Form G (ND test; Brown, Fishco, & Hanna, 1993).
During the ND test, participants provided tallies of each time they caught their mind
wandering (self-caught TUTs; see Mrazek et al., 2011). After the ND test, participants completed
a retrospective measure of TUTs with 16, 5-point Likert items in which they indicated how often
they thought about various topics unrelated to the task (Cronbach’s a = .87; Mrazek et al., 2013).
Finally, participants reported their demographic information and were debriefed.
Results
As a manipulation check, a one-way ANOVA with condition as the independent variable
and absorption ratings as the dependent variable was conducted. Participants who engaged in a
mindful breathing exercise indicated greater absorption in the present moment (M = 5.20, SD =
1.01) than did participants in the control condition (M = 4.74, SD = 1.32), F(1, 103) = 3.92, p =
.05, Cohen’s d = .38.
To examine the effect of the mindful breathing exercise on reading comprehension
performance, a one-way ANOVA with condition as the independent variable and the number
correct on the ND test as the dependent variable. As hypothesized, participants who engaged in
the mindful breathing exercise had higher scores on the ND test than did participants who
engaged in a sham exercise, F(1, 103) = 5.67, p = .02, Cohen’s d = .46 (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Nelson-Denny (ND) Subtest of Reading Comprehension scores by condition (Means
and +/- 1 SE).
To assess the role of mind wandering, two separate one-way ANOVAs with exercise
condition as the independent variable were conducted. The dependent variables were the selfcaught TUTs and the retrospective measure of TUTs. Results indicated that there were no
reliable differences in self-caught TUTs by condition, F(1, 103) = 1.76, p = .19 (see Figure 2).
Moreover, there were no reliable differences in the retrospective measure of TUTs by condition,
F(1, 104) = 1.29, p = .26 (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Number of self-reported task-unrelated thoughts by condition (Means and +/- 1 SE).
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Figure 3. Retrospective task-unrelated thought score by condition (Means and +/- 1 SE).

To assess the role of stress levels, a one-way ANCOVA with condition as the
independent variable, post-exercise stress levels as the dependent variable, and pre-exercise
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stress levels as the covariate was conducted. Participants who engaged in a mindful breathing
exercise reported lower post-exercise stress levels than did participants who engaged in a sham
exercise, F(1, 102) = 5.34, p = .02, Cohen’s d = .38 (see Figure 4). Pre-exercise stress levels
were significant as a covariate, F(1, 102) = 38.60, p < .001.

Perceived Stress Score
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3
2
1

Control

Mindful Breathing

Figure 4. Perceived stress score (Means and +/- 1 SE adjusted for pre-exercise scores).

Next, the statistical effects of post-exercise stress level on reading comprehension
performance were examined. A hierarchical linear regression analysis was then conducted in
which ND scores were the dependent variable, pre-exercise stress level was entered into the first
step of the regression model and post-exercise stress level was added in the second step of the
regression model. As shown in Table 1, results indicated no statistical effects of stress level on
reading comprehension performance.
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Table 1
Hierarchical linear regression analyses on stress levels and reading comprehension
performance
Reading Comprehension
Performance
2
∆R
ß
Step 1
.
Pre-stress
-.07
Step 2
.01
Pre-stress
-.12
Post Stress
.11
Note: N = 105. Pre-stress = pre-exercise stress levels and Post-stress = post-exercise stress
levels.

Discussion
Based on the findings of this experiment, participants who engaged in a mindful
breathing exercise prior to taking a reading comprehension assessment had better performance
on a reading comprehension assessment than did participants who engaged in a sham exercise
designed not to promote mindfulness. This builds on previous findings from extensive
mindfulness training (Mrazek et al., 2013) and indicates that even a brief mindful breathing
exercise can yield benefits in reading comprehension performance. Practically, the findings from
this study may be useful as a method to improve performance on complex cognitive tasks such as
reading comprehension assessments. Furthermore, the findings have pedagogical implications
for teachers who wish to incorporate mindfulness practices into their classes. Given the
importance of reading comprehension skills in many occupations (Carnevale, 2013), the findings
may be of practical use in the workplace as well (Hafenbrack, 2017).
We had hypothesized the mindful breathing exercise would reduce mind wandering, but
this is not what was found. It should be noted that this specific exercise has not been previously
examined for an effect on mind wandering. One reason could be related to the different types of
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mindful exercises (meditations). These exercises can be broadly categorized as focused attention
meditation (FAM), in which one is guided to attend to an event or object, or open monitoring
meditation (OMM), in which one is guided to be open and aware to experiences in the present
moment (Lippelt, Hommel, & Colzato, 2014). The exercise used in this study incorporated
elements of FAM, by encouraging focus on the breath, as well as OMM, by prompting
awareness of the present moment. Given that mind wandering was not affected, it does not
appear that focused attention was enhanced by the mindful breathing exercise (see Zanesco et al.,
2016). However, the exercise may have increased openness to experiences, which could have in
turn induced a more flexible cognitive control state in which incoming information is better
monitored (Hommel & Colzato, 2017). Given that flexible cognitive control could promote
better coordination of the multiple tasks involved in reading comprehension (Cain et al., 2004;
Colé, Duncan, & Blaye, 2014; Kintsch, 1998), this change in flexible cognitive control could be
a mechanism for the noted benefit of a mindful breathing exercise on reading comprehension.
The mindful breathing exercise reduced perceived stress, which is consistent with our
hypotheses and previous findings (Khoury et al., 2013). However, this stress reduction was not
associated with performance on the reading comprehension assessment. Therefore, the benefit of
the mindful breathing exercise on reading comprehension performance could not be due to stress
reduction. One reason for this lack of an association could be that the stress levels were relatively
low for both conditions. Without stress levels high enough to interfere with cognitive
performance in either condition, it is understandable that stress levels had no effect on reading
comprehension performance (see Baumeister, 1984; Haleem, Inam, Haider, Perveen, & Haleem,
2015; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908 for discussions of findings on stress levels and cognitive
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performance). However, to our knowledge, this is the first study that reports on stress reduction
from a single session of a mindful breathing exercise, which adds to its practical implications.
One key limitation of this study is that the mechanisms for the noted benefits with
reading comprehension are unclear. One possibility is that the mindful breathing exercise
promoted awareness and energized the participants (Brown & Ryan, 2004), making them more
alert for the task. Meditation has been positively associated with subjective vitality in the
workplace (Fritz, Lam, & Spreitzer, 2011); therefore, a future study with measures of subjective
vitality could examine this potential mechanism. Despite unanswered questions regarding the
mechanism, the noted benefit of a mindful breathing exercise adds to the evidence supporting the
use of mindfulness techniques in educational (Zenner et al., 2014) and workplace settings
(Hafenbrack, 2017).
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